A Peiffer-Whitehead word system W , or generalized group presentation, consists of generators, relators (words of order 2), and words of higher order n that represent elements of a free crossed module (n = 3) or a free module (n > 3). The /«-equivalence relation on word systems generalizes the extended Nielsen equivalence relation on ordinary group presentations. Word systems, called homotopy readings, can be associated with any connected CW complex K by removing a maximal tree and selecting one generator or word per cell, via relative homotopy. Given homotopy readings Wx and W2 of finite CW complexes Kx and K2 respectively, we show that Wx is /«-equivalent to W2 if and only if Kx formally (n + 1 )-deforms to K2. This extends results of P. Wright (1975) and W. Metzler (1982) for the case n = 2 . For n > 3 , it follows that Wx is Pn -equivalent to "W2 if and only if Kx and K2 have the same simple homotopy type. 1 1.1 Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to reintroduce J. H. C. Whitehead's homotopy systems from the viewpoint of R. Peiffer. In [8], extended group presentations ("X-systems") are considered that have three fields, namely generators, relators and identities among relators ("relation identities"). At the same time, Whitehead [14] introduced the homotopy system of a CW complex K, consisting of the fundamental group px = nx(Kx) and the relative homotopy groups pn = n"(K", K"~x) (n > 1) with the standard boundary maps àn'-Pn ^ Pn-i ■ We generalize Peiffer's approach using homotopy systems as a guide, by defining generalized group presentations, or word systems, with an arbitrary number of component fields. Each entry or word in such a field gives rise to an element in the free module pn , much as a relator represents an element of a free group in an ordinary group presentation.
Theorem (1.1.1). (See (6.1.1).) Two CW complexes K, L of dimension at most n formally (n + l)-deform to each other, Kf\L, iff any corresponding word systems W(K) and W(L) are Pn-equivalent, as defined in Subsection 2.3.
Here, K /\ L means that there is a sequence of elementary expansions and collapses of dimension at most n + 1 that transforms K to L, and inequivalence is a generalization of the equivalence relation introduced in [1] .
The proof of this theorem in the more difficult case ( /\ =>• P") ultimately rests on an analysis of the structure of words in a word system. In fact, if e is an «-cell in an intermediate complex K' that is collapsed during the deformation K' f\ L, then the "spelling" of the word corresponding to e in W(K') may be used as a prescription for converting the collapse of e into a P" -equivalence of word systems. See Theorem (4.1.2).
In view of [12] , we may conclude that simple homotopy equivalence of CW complexes of dimension n > 3 is characterized by P" -equivalence of corresponding word systems. For n = 2, this statement would be equivalent to the Andrews-Curtis conjecture [1] . It is possible that an analysis of /^-equivalence of word systems of order 2 would shed some light on that conjecture.
Word systems offer a flexible means to express geometric deformations in an algebraic manner. For example, in order to manage the effect of geometric 3-deformations on corresponding group presentations, Wright transformed a given 3-deformation of 2-complexes into a transient deformation in which at most one 3-cell is present at any time. In contrast, the proof of Theorem (1.1.1) permits an accumulation of (n + l)-cells in an (n + l)-deformation: the words in a word system express the information needed to carry out the proof.
Theorem (1.1.1) can be used to show that Wright's transiency property holds in higher dimensions. See Proposition (7.1.2).
This work requires a technical result that may be of interest, concerning 3-dimensional cells in a CW complex. If e2, ... , e2 are free faces of a 3-cell e3, then there exists a characteristic map 4> of e3 that "realizes the freeness" of all of those faces simultaneously, i.e., 4> restricts to a characteristic map for each 2-cell ef (see Proposition (3.1.2)). This fills an apparent gap in S. Young's proof of Wright's Theorem for the CW category [16] . Our proof requires a theorem of Dyer and Hamstrom [6] . This paper is organized as follows. The remainder of § 1 reviews preliminary material. We define the notion of a word system or generalized group presentation in §2. The correspondence between CW complexes and word systems is discussed. Various equivalence relations patterned after EN-and Q-moves (see Subsection 1.3) are proposed for word systems. In §3, several technical results are established. In § §4 and 5, certain of the equivalence relations defined in §2 are shown to have identical equivalence classes, which proves most of Theorem (1.1.1). The proof of that theorem is completed in §6. Section 7 contains applications.
I am indebted to Professor Craggs, who directed this dissertation and suggested the problem of proving Wright's Theorem using Z-systems. I am grateful to the referee for his comments, which were helpful, and for suggesting the transiency problem addressed by Proposition (7.1.2).
Given two maps f0, fx : (A, A, *x) -» (Y, B, B) and a path p: f0(*x) ~* fx(*x) in B , we say that fo is freely homotopic to fx via the path p, fo-pfi, if there is a homotopy H: X x / -► Y satisfying H\X x 0 = fo, H\X x 1 = fx, H\A x I c B, and H\*x XI -P■ The symbol ~ denotes based homotopy, i.e., free homotopy via the constant path. The notation [/] will generally be used to denote the (absolute or relative) based homotopy class of a map.
A topological ball tuple (Bm, ß["_1, ... , Bq~x) is a closed m-ball together with Q disjoint closed (m -l)-balls 2?¡"-1, ... , Bq~x that are contained in hdy(Bm). Suppose that em , e™~x, ... , e£~x are cells in a CW complex K . We say that a characteristic map 4>m: Bm -> K is a multiple collapse map for (em, ef~x, ... , e™~x) if there is a ball tuple structure (Bm, B™'1,..., B™~x) on Bm such that a. (f)m\B™~x is a characteristic map for the (m-l)-cell e™~x , and b. 4>m\(Bm -B™~x) does not meet ef~x . In the case Q = 1, we call <pm a (single) collapse map.
Let K and L he CW complexes satisfying L = K U em~x U em , and suppose that a collapse map cpm exists for (em , em~x). .. , y'f . Words or presentations are considered to be the same only if they are congruent. There are two common approaches to defining extended Nielsen transformations on group presentations. The moves for each approach are listed below.
EN-moves [8, 15] . Let ¿P = (yx, ... ,yM\Ri, ■■■ , Rn) be a group presentation.
EN1. Change of representing word. For some n, replace Rn by a word Rn that represents the same element in the free group F(yx, ... , yiu) • EN2. Inversion of a relator. For some n, replace Rn by the inverted word EN3. Product of relators. For some n and j (n ^ ;'), replace R" by RnR¡ ■ EN4. Interchange of relators. For some n and j (n f=-j), replace Rn by Rj and Rj by Rn ■ EN5. Conjugation of relators. For some m and n, replace R" by ymi?"y-'. EN6. Expansion. Append a new generator y¡a+i and a new relator Rn+i = yM+iR for some word R = R(yx, ... ,y\i) in the other generators. EN7. Collapse. Remove y m and Rn ■ This move is permitted only if Rn = yMR for a word R = R(yx, ... , yM-i) in the other generators, and if y m does not occur in Rx, ... , Rn-i ■ Q-moves [9, 7] . Let & = (yx, ... , y m \ Rx, ... , Rn) be a group presentation.
Q1=EN1, Q2 = EN2, Q3 = EN3, Q4 = EN5 .
Q5. Automorphism of underlying free group. For an automorphism o of the free group F(yx, ... , yiu), replace the word Rn(yx, ... , ynf) by the word Rn(oy\, ■■■ , cryni) for all n . Q6. Stabilization. Append a new generator yM+i and a new relator Rn+i = Vm+1 • Q7. Destabilization. Remove y m and Rn . This move is permitted only if RN = y m and y m does not occur in Rx, ... , Rn-\ ■ Two group presentations are said to be EN-equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of moves of the types EN1, ... , EN7 . Two group presentations are Q-equivalent if they are related by a sequence of moves of types Ql, ... , Q4 ; they are Q*-equivalent if they are related by a sequence of Ql, ... , Q5 moves; and they are Q**-equivalent if they are related by a sequence of Ql, ... , Q7 moves. Proposition (1.3.1) (see [4, Appendix and 7] ). Two group presentations are ENequivalent if and only if they are Q**-equivalent. □ Suppose that A is a CW complex of dimension two. A group presentation is a cellular presentation for nx(K) if its generators correspond to a basis of the free group iti(Kx, *k) and its relators are words representing the elements induced by attaching maps of the 2-cells in K. More precisely, each generator ym is associated with the homotopy class [Xm] £ nx(Kx, *K) of a loop Xm: (I, bdy(I)) -» (A1, *K). Each relator Rn = Rn(yi, ■■■ , )>m) represents a homotopy class [¿;,,#/"2#£,,] e nx(Kx, *K), where f2: bdy(I2) -> A1 is an attaching map for the 2-cell e2, £" : *k ~* /"2(0) is a connecting path to the basepoint of e2, # denotes path multiplication and ¿¡n denotes the inverse path £(0={"(l-i) (0</<l).
The Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem implies that a cellular presentation for K does in fact present the group nx(K, *%). By a standard construction, every group presentation is a cellular presentation for some 2-complex K(¿P).
Proposition ( Proof. Straightforward. D
The following is a consequence of our Theorem (6.1.1).
Theorem (1.3.3) (Wright's Theorem). Suppose that K and K' are finite, connected CW 2-complexes. Let ¿P be a cellular presentation of K and 9°' a cellular presentation of K'. Crossed modules were invented by J. H. C. Whitehead [14] to express the structure of second relative homotopy groups of complexes. See [10] for a general exposition of the properties of crossed modules. We observe that an .R-module M is always an .R-crossed module with trivial homomorphism d. However, the groups G and A for a crossed module need not be abelian.
ules are defined in the obvious way. A free crossed module is a free object in the category of crossed modules. Whitehead [14] gave the following construction of a free crossed module. Let F(A) denote the free group on the set A. Choose elements ga (a £ S) of G, and consider the subgroup P of F(C7 x J") defined by where e¡ = ± 1, g¡ £ G, a,e/. A syllable is an element (gx, ax)e' or e¡(g¡, a¡) appearing in words of the form (2.1.1) or (2.1.2). For convenience, we sometimes use the additive form (2.1.2) rather than the multiplicative form (2.1.1) for words that represent elements of a crossed module, even though crossed modules are not commutative in general.
For an m-cell em in a pointed CW complex pair (A, A, *), let </>m be a characteristic map for em and let t¡m he a path from * to the basepoint of em. Theorems (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) below relate free crossed modules and free modules to relative homotopy groups. [14, §16] and [2] .) Suppose that X is obtained from a j) ). a
Theorem (2.1.3). (See
The isomorphisms of these theorems will be called Whitehead isomorphisms. We wish to generalize the notion of a finite group presentation by permitting more than two fields. The entries in the new fields will be words w% (s > 2) representing elements in a free module or free crossed module. Such words may correspond to boundaries of higher dimensional cells esa of a CW complex, much as relators correspond to the boundaries of 2-cells in a cellular presentation. where y e Af4 , g £ G, and x £ F is any coset representative for g £ G. Such a function d4 is clearly well-defined. When we describe d4 by the equation d4((l, y)) = (wj) in Definition (2.1.5), we mean d4((g, 7)) = x • (wj) where x £ F represents the coset g £ G.
We often write W = (W^ \ W^\ ■ ■ ■ \W™) in discussions that do not refer to the boundary homomorphisms directly. Such a word system W is said to have order n. We sometimes write Mm(W) to refer to the module Mm(J^,_i) (m > 3) or A(J^) (m = 3) associated with a word system. Two word systemŝ = (K}^|-|WW,) and W = ({wl}.eJFi\---\{wi}-eyJ have corresponding index sets if there are bijections J7m <-> JF m of the index sets for each order 1 < m < n . Such word systems are congruent, W = W, if they have corresponding index sets and each word w~j in W arises from the corresponding word w™ of W by substituting according to those bijections. We also say that W is obtained from W by reindexing. Congruent word systems are considered to be identical.
Homotopy reading.
The following procedure shows how to associate a word system W with the structure of any finite connected CW complex K of dimension n. Such a word system W is called a homotopy reading of K.
When n = 2, a homotopy reading is a cellular presentation. We also say that A is a geometric realization of W . 
6. Finally, define boundary maps dm+x: Mm+X(^m) -> Mm(<fm-X) by dm+x((l, p)) = (w™), where My and M2 are understood to mean A and F , respectively.
The following relations are easily checked (dm is the usual boundary operator in relative homotopy). 
This verifies that W = (({wxf\ \ {wj}\ ■ ■ ■ \{w¡}}), {dm}) is a word system. The correspondence between a homotopy reading and a geometric realization is completely determined by the choices 1 to 5 above. We refer to these selections as homotopy reading choices. If a word w and an attaching map f = dtp are related according to (2.2.1) above, we say that w is associated with f, w~ f.
As was noted in Subsection 1.3, every group presentation P is a cellular presentation of some 2-complex K(9°). Thus, every word system W = (W{X) \ 3F(2)) of order 2 has a geometric realization. However, Whitehead's study of homotopy systems shows that higher-order words systems may fail to have geometric realizations.
Example ( In Definition (2.3.5), we introduce three equivalence relations on word systems in the spirit of the EN-equivalence relation on presentations. Some complications arise because moves such as product equivalence of low-order words may lead to spelling changes in higher-order words. N.B. For convenience, we use the additive notation (2. (1) ~JX = J"x U {07} -{o}_, and ~J"\ = Sm (m>2). (1) ~Jm =J^U{p} -{p}, and ~Jj=Jj (j±m). (2) w% = w™ + w!?. These equivalence relations are summarized in Table ( 2.3.6). 2 < m < n 2 < m < n -2 < m < n 2 < m < n -2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n 2 < m < n m = n 1 < m < n -Note: Reindexing yields congruent word systems, which are considered the same A sequence of word systems Wx, W2, ... , Wk will be called a Pn-sequence if each elementary move [Wk, Wk+X] isa P"-move. We define/»// Pn-sequence and D"-sequence similarly. If every such move is an elementary expansion or collapse, we write WXI\WK . In that case, the notations Wx / WK , W[\WK, 3&k/\ % , .etc., are used by analogy with formal deformations of CW complexes. If Wx and Wk have order n , we say that a Dn+X -sequence Wx, ... , W& is transient if every (n + l)-word is collapsed immediately after it is expanded. Lemma (2.3.7). Suppose that K is a CW complex. Let W be a homotopy reading of K for which a maximal tree T c Kx is identified, and let T be another maximal tree in Kx.
Then there is a homotopy reading W of K for which T is identified such that W can be transformed into W by a finite sequence of l-product equivalences and l-inversions.
Furthermore, each index a occurs the same number of times in each word w £W as in the corresponding word w £W, unless a is a l-index represented in one tree and not in the other. Proof. Generalize [11, 4.6 ] to word systems. G Proposition (2.3.8). If W and W are two homotopy readings for the same complex K, then W can be transformed to W using word-representative equivalence, conjugation, inversion and elementary l-product equivalence. Proof. By the lemma, we may assume the same choice of maximal tree for both readings. We consider the remaining homotopy reading choices of Subsection 2.2. Changes of cell basepoints lead to conjugations. Changes of connecting paths also lead to conjugations. Proposition (1.2.1) implies that we may assume the same characteristic maps after conjugations and inversions. Word-representative equivalence allows us to choose the same words for both homotopy readings. Thus, we can transform W to a word system W that is a homotopy reading for K using all of the same choices as for W . It follows that W = W. D 3 . Properties of homotopy reading 3.1 Multiple collapse maps and geometric words. If em is an m-cell that can be collapsed in several different ways, we want to show there exists a word wm associated with em that expresses all of the collapse conditions simultaneously. Such a word w" is called a geometric word, and can be "read" from a multiple collapse map. The existence of multiple collapse maps for 3-cells requires special attention (Proposition (3.1.2)), and implies a claim made without proof in [16, p. 24] . We give a decomposition space argument for that case.
We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 2) (Existence of multiple collapse maps in dimension three). Let e3 be a 3-cell and let e2 , e2, ... , ej be 2-cells in a CW complex K. Suppose that collapse maps exist for each of the pairs (e3, e2), (e3, e2), ... , (e3, ej).
Then a multiple collapse map exists for (e3 ,e\, ... ,e2f). Proof. Inductively assume that <f>j\ E3 -* cl(e3) is a multiple collapse map for (e3,e\, ... , ej). We will argue that a multiple collapse map <pJ+x for (e3, e\, ... , e2+x) can be obtained from cpj by modifying it near the preimage <f>jx(ej+x), then forming a decomposition space E3/G of E3. The nondegenerate elements of the decomposition G will be point-inverses 4>Jx(x) of certain elements x £ ej+l.
Let S be the preimage S = (j)~x(ej+x) c E3. The following conditions clearly hold.
Condition (3.1.3). For each point x £ ej+l the point-inverse <j)jl(x) is connected and does not separate the boundary sphere bdy(£'3).
We now seek to modify the characteristic map <f>j near S in order to bypass potential complications at the frontier fr(S).
Let O: D3 -► cl(e3) be a collapse map for (e3, ej+l) as guaranteed by the hypothesis, defined on a 3-ball D3. By definition, the map <P restricts to a characteristic map p: D2 -+ cl(ej+l). It follows that there is a well-defined continuous map </>; = H o fa■; E3 -> cl(e3). Because of the nature of H, this map <$>¡ is seen to be a multiple collapse map for (e3 , e\ , . . . , ej) . Let G be the decomposition of R3 whose nondegenerate elements are the point inverses ffl(x) for points x £ A2 , where A2 is the ball A2 = p({(r,6)\r<x1})cej+X.
(Here we emphasize that f is the original attaching map cj)j\hdy(E3).) Let q: E3 -> £3/G be the associated quotient map. Then G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of the separable metric space E3, so E3/G is a metric space by a well-known theorem. Furthermore, E3¡G is a Hausdorff space, and E3 is compact, so q is a closed map. Recalling Condition (3.1.3), we may conclude that E3/G is a 3-ball by [6, Theorem 8] . Now define the function 4>j+i-E/G -* cl(e3) by (j)j+x(x) = (¡>j(x) where x is the decomposition element containing x. It is easy to show that 4>j+\ is weU defined. Lemma (3.1.1) implies that the function tj>j+x = §¡ o q~x is continuous and closed. In addition, (¡>j+x : E3/G -» cl(e3) is clearly a surjection, and <7)/+i|(int(.E3)/G) is a homeomorphism int(£'3)/G « int(e3) because this restriction is a bijection. Therefore <j>j+i restricts to characteristic maps for e\, ... , ej since the decomposition G is trivial away from S. It suffices to show that <j>¡+\ restricts to a characteristic map for ej+x. 
Proposition (3.1.7) (Existence of geometric words). A geometric word wm exists
for every cell em of dimension m > 2 in a CW complex K. Proof. The argument is straightforward when m = 2. For m > 3, let aq be among the indices ax, ... , cxq referred to in the definition of a geometric word. Proposition (3.1.6) shows that there is a word w™ ~ fm that mentions the index aq exactly once. It follows that any freely reduced word wm ~ fm mentions the index aq exactly once, for all q ( 1 < q < Q). We may assume that wm satisfies the carrier condition (c) by Corollary (3.1.5), so wm is a geometric word for em .
When the dimension is m = 3, freely reduced words are not available. The proposition follows in this case by applying geometric reading (3.1.6) and Corollary (3.1.5) to a multiple collapse map for em, which exists by Proposition Having found words that reflect the collapse structure of cells, we now seek complexes that geometrically reflect the word structure of a word system. Such specialized complexes will be used in Proposition (3.3.5) to show that any two complexes sharing the same homotopy reading must homotopy «-deform to each other.
Suppose that A is a CW complex with one 0-cell e° . A 2-cell e2 £ K is a model cell' for w2 = a\l ■■■ üq if there is a subdivision of Sx = bdy(£2) into consecutive arcs Ax, ... , Aq such that 4>2\Aq is a copy of the characteristic map (¡)xa for exa , with orientation determined by eq .
We say that a path y: I -» A1 models an element x £ F(^\) if the condition <t>\( [7] ) = x holds. We also say that 7: I -> A1 models an element g e G = and let e3 be the 3-cell of the associated 3-expansion. Now suppose that A is a subcomplex of a CW complex A that does not include e3, and let el be a 3-cell in A that has the 2-cell e2 x0 in its boundary. The homotopy move K -> L above could be used to induce a modification of f ,2 the attaching map of e^ , yielding a new 3-cell e3 that has the 2-cells e2 x 1 and ex x (0, 1) in its boundary. We describe this as "dragging" e^ to e\.
The effect of that homotopy move on a word w\ for e\ can be described as substitution. For example, suppose that w3 = (1, puf)~x(l, p)(l, px) is a geometric word for e3 in some homotopy reading of Xli(DxI), where p¡ £ Jî s the index for e2 x i (i = 0, 1) and p £ J^ is the index for ex x (0, 1). Then under suitable conditions on e% , every occurrence of the syllable (I, po) in Wq3 may be replaced by the word w = (1, p)(l, px) to yield a word w3 for ef. G Proposition (3.3.2) (Internal collapse of a maximal tree). Let T c A1 tea maximal tree in an n-complex K.
Then K r\K/T. We now turn to the notion of substitution, as motivated by Example (3.3.1). N.B. We use the additive notation (2.1.2) here even in the case m = 3, for convenience.
Suppose that m > 3. The boundary equivalence relation = on words of order m is defined by wx = w2 if and only if dm((wx)) = dm((w2)) . Suppose that W = ({wxff\ ■ ■ ■ \{w"}) is a word system of order n , and let w he a new m-word such that w = (1, An) for some An £ J^m-X where A0 is not mentioned in w . We permit w to mention new (m-l)-indices r\j £ <fm-i (1 < j < J), provided that boundaries dm(l, r\j) = (w™~x) are also supplied.
We say that W = ({wxa}\ ■■ ■ \{w"}) arises from W by substituting w for Xo if W satisfies the following conditions. Then it is clear that w1 = (1, Kq) if / > 3 and that w1 does not mention Kq , so substitution is possible. We say that we are substituting via wl. We also say Proof. First, observe that Proposition (3.1.7) guarantees that a geometric word w™+x exists satisfying (b) . Thus the word system W is well defined. Note that a model map f™+x for the word w™+x exists, by Proposition (3.2.3). Let im+1 denote bdy(Im xl). Adjust fjf+x : \m+x -» Km if necessary so that
(1) /ír+1|Im x 0 is a characteristic map for e™ , and (2) f™+x\lm x 1 is a characteristic map for ëj . The existence of such characteristic maps is guaranteed by the definition of a model map. Without loss of generality, f™+x may be taken as the attaching map for ê™+x.
We will proceed to slide the attaching maps of cells in A across the expansion cell ê™+x , one dimension at a time, noting the effect on words as we go. The attaching maps jß: \q -> A(<? -l)q~l of new g-cells ël are defined by 7^(y) = Fq_x(fq(y), 1) (y e F), and each fß is clearly a model map for wl, the word that arises from wl by substituting via w™+x.
Define K(n) = K(n -l)""1 U ((j^^ë"), and let W arise from y by substituting via w™+x . Then there is a homotopy «-deformation
where A is a geometric realization of W . D
We now present two applications of geometric dragging.
Proposition (3.3.4) (Existence of model complexes)
. If a geometric realization K exists for a word system W of order n, then K homotopy n-deforms to a model complex K(W) for W. Proof. Let W = Wo, Wx, ... , WR = W' be a £>"+, -sequence from ftof. We will use the notation w™(Wr) when necessary to specify which word system Wr contains a given word w™ .
Since Wo is a word system of order « , every (« + l)-word that occurs in a word system W, (1 < r < R -1) must arise from an (« + l)-expansion prior to the move [Wr, Wr+X] in the Dn+X-sequence. Hence, that (« + l)-word must have been introduced together with a new «-word for its expansion face. For bookkeeping purposes, we will choose nonzero integers that satisfy the following conditions to be the indices of «-words and (« + l)-words of Wr. Case 4. Elementary (n + l)-collapse, with wffx and wß removed. If the collapse face «-index ß is positive, then we must have ß = +k. This is because wn"+x is present in Wr, and thus wï cannot be a free face of wffx unless ß = +k . Choose the same indexing in Wr+X as in Wr and observe that +i=^.
Suppose that the collapse face «-index ß is negative, ß = -j. Then the collapse face index -j £ J^ differs from the expansion face index +k £J^" for w"~£x(Wr). Assign indices in Wr+X consistent with the indexing in Wr, except reindex w"k(Wr) as w1j(Wr+x). Then w"_j(Wr+x) is the expansion face and w"_j(Wr) is the collapse face for iu"£', and we seek a /""-sequence from % to Tr+X = Tru{w"_j(Wr+x)} -{WLj(Wr)}. Then we may use the form of W¡ as a guide to find a sequence of Pn -moves from % to 'Vr+X, as follows. 8. Continue with similar conjugations, inversions and «-product equivalences.
Then Tr is P"-equivalent to the word system Tr = %\A {wn} -{w"_j}, where the «-word wn has the form w" = exgx-w\ +■■■ + eq-xgq-x ■ w"_Pq^ + eqgq ■ (wlj) + eq+xgq+x ■ wlPq+i +■■■ + eQgQ ■ wn_PQ (or an analogous form if « = 2 or 3). Clearly, (wn) = d"+x((W¡)). Since W¡ = w^k and (w+k) = dn+x((l, +k)), we conclude that w" represents the same element in Mn(^"-X) as the word w^k(Wr) = w1j(Wr+x). Thus, a wordrepresentative equivalence transforms *Vr into 2^+i. Hence there exists a P"-sequence from Tff to 7rr+x . We conclude by induction that there is a Pn -sequence from % = W to TR = W'. G 5 5.1 Remainder of the proof of the Algebraic Equivalence Theorem. Since Pnequivalence implies full Pn -equivalence, Theorem (4.1.1) will follow if we can show that fully P"-equivalent word systems are D"+x-equivalent. We will show this using an algebraic counterpart of Proposition (3.3.3), called algebraic dragging (5.1.2). The easiest way to establish algebraic dragging is by converting to a geometric problem and applying (3.3.3). Unfortunately, this cannot be done in general for higher-order word systems, as Example (2.2.3) shows. We will take this geometric approach in low dimensions in order to avoid some unpleasant noncommutative algebra. In that exceptional case, we apply the connectivity argument again to find a maximal tree Tq+X that satisfies (*). Apply Lemma (2.3.7) to obtain a word system Wq+X that is a homotopy reading of Kq+X using the maximal tree Tq+X, such that Wq+X is Pi-equivalent to Wq+X. Lemma (2.3.7) (and free reduction in the case of 2-words) further asserts that Wq+X consists of geometric words, because Wq+X does. Thus, Wq is fully Pm-equivalent to Wq+i where Wq+X and Tq+X satisfy the induction hypothesis.
We conclude that W is fully P" -equivalent to a homotopy reading Wq of A'. Since Wq and W' are two homotopy readings for the same complex, they are fully P"-equivalent by Proposition (2.3.8). This establishes (d) => (b) and completes the proof of the Formal Equivalence Theorem. D
Applications
Our proof of Theorem (6.1.1) does not rely on transiency. By this, we mean that an accumulation of top-dimensional words is permitted in the proof of Theorem (4.1.2) (Dn+1 -equivalence => P"-equivalence). However, an analysis of other parts of the argument establishes the following transiency properties for all dimensions. 
